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>>> On 28/05/2015 at 17:52, in message <55683890.A7DC.00CC.0@lshtm.ac.uk>, Judith Green wrote:

Please find attached an author copy of the following article for deposit, accepted for publication in the journal 'Evaluation'
Integrating quasi-experimental and inductive designs in evaluation: a case study of the impact of free bus travel on public health

Best

Judith
>>> Emma Hamilton <E.Hamilton@TavInstitute.org> 19/05/2015 17:27 >>>
Judith
This is just a quick note to say that our plans have changed, but hopefully in a way you will like! We are planning a 20th year celebration issue for our October issue, as the journal is now 20, and the editorial team has decided that as part of this issue, we would like to include your article. I know that means a 3-month delay in formal publication, but we can begin getting it ready and consider online first publication.
I hope this is good news.
Emma
From: Judith Green [mailto:Judith.Green@lshtm.ac.uk]
Sent: 20 April 2015 19:20
To: Emma Hamilton
Subject: RE: Revision of submission to Evaluation
 
Dear Emma
That's great news; many thanks indeed.
Judith
 
>>> Emma Hamilton <E.Hamilton@TavInstitute.org> 15/04/2015 16:50 >>>
Judith
 
I’m sorry it’s taken some time to confirm, but I can now confirm that your article will be published, in the July issue of Evaluation. I will be in touch in due course with further details and queries.
 
Kind regards
Emma
 
From: Judith Green [mailto:Judith.Green@lshtm.ac.uk]
Sent: 10 April 2015 10:24
To: eval journal
Cc: Emma Hamilton
Subject: Re: Revision of submission to Evaluation
 
Dear Emma
 
Hope all is well and you had a good break over the bank holiday.
 
I'm just following up again on the resubmitted paper below, send in January.  Apologies for repeated emails, especially if you are on the case, but I did wonder whether the last one got lost in the holiday backlog.
 
Do you have any idea when we might have a decision, as we are keen to get this one out?
All the best,
 
Judith
 

>>> Judith Green 08/01/2015 18:41 >>>
Dear Emma
 
I am pleased to attach a revised version of our article:
Integrating quasi-experimental and inductive designs in evaluation: a case study of the impact of free bus travel on public health
for consideration for publication inEvaluation.  We have addressed the comments of all reviewers (see attached response), which were extremely helpful.  As per your email, I have also: included a French abstract and ensured the style meets the Sage style guide.  The authors are all first language English speakers, so we have not used a language editor. I can confirm that the article, excluding references, is of the required length, and has not been submitted to or being considered by any other journal.  
A suggested running header is: Green et al. Integrating quasi-experimental and inductive designs
I attach the main manuscript file, and the two Figures, and the response to referees. Please do let me know if you require hard copies of this submission, or any other information at this point.
 
With best wishes, and a very happy new year,
Judith
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